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I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of the land on which we meet today, the Gadigal people of the Eora nation, and pay my respects to their elders past and present
My talk today about designing to change food behaviours using mobile devices, using a project that I’ve been involved with, called FlavourCrusader, as a bit of a case study

The Design Challenge

•

I wanted to start by outlining the design challenge — what objectives the initiative is trying
to achieve

FlavourCrusader
http://flavourcrusader.com

•
•

•

FlavourCrusader is a volunteer-led initiative with aims to achieve positive social and
environmental outcomes relating to food production and consumption
A specific aim is to increase consumption of fresh fruit and vegetables, with an emphasis
on locally produced food, to:
• improve health outcomes;
• reduce transport impacts of food production (for example emissions);
• contribute to food security;
• support local producers threatened by food imports and the supermarket duopoly in
Australia
While we don’t have time, nor is this the appropriate forum, to go through all of these
goals, I did want to touch on the last of these as an entry point to our discussion...

•
•
•

Coles + Woolworths command around 80% of supermarket sales (Coles = ~35%,
Woolworths = ~40%) http://www.theage.com.au/news/business/independent-grocersseek-stricter-rules-to-limit-big-chains/2007/07/02/1183351124265.html
One of the most concentrated markets in the world — http://www.ethical.org.au/issues/?
issue=16
To put this into perspective...

•
•
•

Who’s heard of Walmart?
Walmart in the US has been shown to exert a huge amount of influence (positive and
negative) on suppliers, and local communities when it decides to “move in”
Walmart has 13.4% of the US market... http://www.cnbc.com/id/41892621/
Wal_Mart_Effect_Over_First_Market_Share_Loss_in_Decade

Other Retailers

•
•

(13.4% Represented visually)
Looking at that from the Australian market perspective...

Other Supermarkets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You can see how much concentration exists
This places incredible pressure on producers
Anecdote re: farmers who don't feel they can use their cost of production to set market
prices — they are dictated to by the retailers
Recent moves by Woolworths to fix prices for 2 years are indicative of this power http://
www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/article/2011/07/07/354711_business-news.html
Contributes to food waste, for example due to strict rules relating to presentation of food
Impacts prices paid by consumers, with market concentration seen by some as contributing
to “the fastest growing prices for groceries in the developed world.” http://
www.ethical.org.au/issues/?issue=16
For some people, these issues...
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...related to social justice and other factors are a driving force, meaning they go out of
their way to buy local produce
Looking more broadly we find there are a number of motivators driving purchasing of local
produce...
And also a number of barriers to doing so
Some of these are more important than others, depending on who you are
But research indicates that for a large number of people — perhaps the majority — when it
comes to buying fruit and veges, very little thinking is involved at all
• Tasmanian Government “Marketing plan for the Tasmanian vegetable industry”
• http://www.dpiw.tas.gov.au/inter.nsf/Attachments/TTAR-7C62ML/$FILE/Veg
%20Plan_Vol%201%20Marketing%20Plan%20Summary.pdf
• “Vegetables are a low involvement category, being purchased without much thought or
emotion.”
Meaning that these factors are not “top of mind” — so while some of FlavourCrusader’s
goals are centred around these ethical factors, framing the product or messaging around
them was not seen as the best strategy
Two dominant factors are Cost and Convenience
That’s certainly what supermarkets promote and rely upon, and I think matches our own
experience
But improved taste and quality — which is a strong benefit of seasonal and local produce
— are also key considerations
Ask: “Who hates things going off a week after you buy them?”
“Who has a local grocery store or supermarket where the produce looks like it's fallen off
the back of a truck?”
“Do you (continue to) shop there?”
So freshness and quality are obvious components in the equation — and this is also
supported by research we’ve seen

•
•
•
•

When recalling the inspiration behind FlavourCrusader, Sharon Lee, the initiative’s
founder, recalls the story of “a lone strawberry farmer at a bric-a-brac market...
“His strawberries were amazing–oozing with sweetness and a depth of flavour I had never
experienced. The strawberries were soft; their colour dyed my fingers. I told my friends. I
emailed others. I blogged it. Go to Rozelle markets for the strawberry man!
“I had gotten out of the habit of eating fruit after living in London; it was tasteless. It was
pointless. The delicious strawberries were the catalyst for me to begin eating fruit again.
“Deliciousness can be a catalyst for change”

The Approach

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

So this is the starting point for FlavourCrusader — taste and quality
Taking this approach has the potential to “jump the divide” — to go beyond preaching to
the converted
Local, seasonal produce are strongly associated — both in perception and reality — with
taste and quality
And if we consider those other social and environmental considerations, buying local,
seasonal produce can also contribute positively
So by focusing on one, we can help achieve the other
So how might we encourage this type of behaviour?
Well, first, a little bit of theory...

For more on the Fogg Behavior Model, please see:

http://www.behaviormodel.org

•
•
•

There are many frameworks, models, theories and approaches to behaviour change
For Sharon, early inspiration came from the Fogg Behavior model
It maps out people’s motivations against their ability to act, and identifies where “triggers”
can be a useful device for promoting action

More information:
• BJ Fogg’s Behavior Model — http://behaviormodel.org/

Farmer selling strawberries
Bought some
(because he was right there)

They were amazing!

•
•
•
•
•

TRIGGER

ABILITY

MOTIVATION

This resonated with Sharon, as it matched her experience:
...comes across a farmer selling strawberries TRIGGER
...bought some because he was right there ABILITY
...they were amazing MOTIVATION (anticipation of “amazingness” is an ongoing
motivation)
While this perhaps isn’t exactly what BJ had in mind...

TRIGGER

ABILITY

MOTIVATION

•
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...Sharon wondered how BJ’s model might translate into a mobile application, especially
how such an approach could provide appropriate triggers.
My introduction to the initiative came at Social Innovation Camp, and I noticed a
correlation with...

5 Doors: An integrated theory of behaviour change (Les Robinson)
http://www.enablingchange.com.au/enabling_change_theory.pdf

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

... a model I’m personally more familiar with — Les Robinson’s “5 Doors” theory
Based on his research with over 90 participants in qualitative research into sustained
behaviour change, and his experience facilitating the development of campaigns and
initiatives in this area
[Talk through each “door”]
Interestingly, while Les doesn’t emphasise the “Satisfaction” aspect of the process, I
suggest mobile and contextual applications can play a role in reinforcing and building an
increased sense of satisfaction, by leveraging people’s interest in sharing and peer
support/reflection
Looking at these models, I suspect you can see a relationship to user experience
principles, and how UX practice might be able to contribute to it
For a start, key to both is an understanding user motivations, key barriers (ability/enabling
context), and broader context
Given FC is a volunteer initiative (with pretty much no budget), we looked for low-cost
ways that we could gain a deeper understanding than we’d achieved from desk research
So as part of my RMIT Master’s studies I carried out user research interviews with a small
group of social media–savvy self-identified “foodies” — in food-related contexts where
possible

More information:
• 5 Doors — An integrated theory of behaviour change — http://
www.enablingchange.com.au/enabling_change_theory.pdf

FOOD AND LOCAL PRODUCE THEMES

Influence of family (social)
Sense of community (authenticity)
Support for local production
Self-eﬃcacy
Preparedness, time & convenience

•
•
•
•

•

Our research identified these themes related to food habits, in general, but more
specifically to the use of local produce
[Talk through each point]
It was notable that the idea of “local” was seen as being a proxy for a lot of the things I
outlined earlier in the “bubble-chart” (slide 8), as well as indicative of a more general
trend towards “local” and “authentic”
Some of these findings are supported by recently released report by Cooler Solutions
focused on the Canadian market — “Design for Change: Eating Sustainably” — http://
www.coolersolutionsinc.com/images/foodsustainability2011_may13.pdf
• This report/research suggests these may have wider applicability, beyond the
Australian market
It was clear that within these themes there are lots of opportunities for design
interventions in relation to our goal

Food is central to Rachel's enjoyment in
life. If she's not talking about it, she's
thinking about it.

Rachel’s situation

What is getting in the way?
•
Forgetting, or lacking time, to plan food for the week ahead
•
Eating out
•
Lack of time to cook more complex meals

Rachel

How will Rachel interact with
FlavourCrusader?

Cooking foodie
Age
Occupation
Education
Family status
Location
Challenges

28
Government policy advisor
Bachelor degree
Defacto
Surry Hills, NSW
Mildly dyslexic

Online locations:
Computer type:
Connection type:
Internet usage:

Work, Mobile
Windows desktop, iPhone
ADSL2, 3G mobile
5–6 hrs

Top five bookmarked websites:
•
Twitter
•
Gmail
•
Facebook
•
Food blogs (various)
•
Epicurious

Technophobe

Wired

Beginner

Farmers' markets

Expert

Frustrations and pain points
•
Not being able to find good quality, locally-sourced and
affordable produce between market days
•
The "cult of organic" — people who don't really "get it"
•
Friends not being interested in food as much
•
Online recipes and sites (like Epicurious) so American-centric
Key words
chefs, restaurants, recipes, cookbooks, ingredients, seasonal, local,
farmers' markets

Referrer Twitter mention
Introduction touchpoint iTunes page
Questions
•
What produce is currently in season?
•
When is a specific ingredient come into season?
•
What can I do with a specific ingredient? What goes with it?
How do I prepare/cook it?
•
What can I do with the food I have in the fridge?
•
Where is a specific ingredient grown in Australia?

Rachel’s story
Food was always a big part of family activities — a chance each day to
meet around the table — and I'm continuing in that tradition. On
weekends I'll often spend the whole day going to the markets,
preparing then cooking in the afternoon to host a dinner with friends.

Reasons to return
•
Checking what's in season when planning the week's meals
•
Finding when something comes into season to know when a
recipe can be made
•
Finding recipes for a specific ingredient
•
Post a photo of a cooked meal from a listed recipe
•
Post own recipe (via website)
•
Post a photo of interesting produce found at a market

My friends were getting sick of me talking about food, so I was really
glad to connect with food bloggers and people on Twitter who share
my passion for food. I love the stories behind food — whether from
food bloggers or the producers at my local farmers' market. That direct
connection to producers is much more important to me than if
something is 'certified' or not. I learn so much from them about
seasonality, techniques and tips on preparing and cooking food, and
just what's involved in getting the food on my plate. I appreciate their
efforts so much more since I've got to know some of them better.

Who influences Rachel?

I really enjoy simple, produce-driven recipes and I get excited finding
new ingredients and flavours and trying new techniques. I'm always
learning. I have so many cookbooks, but I don't really get into them as
much as I'd like.

Friends
Mainstream retailers

Goals/Motivation
•
Enjoy great food to share with friends and family
•
Find new ingredients or techniques (to share with other foodies)
•
Increase knowledge about food — cooking, preparation,
seasonality, provenance etc.

Other foodies
Rachel

Cookbooks

Ingredients

TV
Chefs &
Restaurateurs

Producers

I don't like buying fresh fruit and veg from supermarkets because I find
the quality and taste of the produce is pretty poor. I try to stock up at
the farmers' markets on the weekends instead. It's a bit more
expensive, but it tastes soooo much better, and lasts longer anyway. I
try to get to the local greengrocer instead of Coles or Woollies for the
things I can't get elsewhere or if I've not been able to get to the markets
for the week — but I wish there were more options.

This work is licensed by Zumio under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171
Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.

•
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•

We distilled this learning into a set of 4 personas to guide further development
Mapped the different motivations across these personas
Rachel: Cooking foodie
• Passionate about food — a core part of their social identity

Braiden is passionate about social and
environmental sustainability. He is looking
for ways to make a positive impact.
What is getting in the way?
•
Limited budget to pay a premium for more sustainable options
•
Limited experience cooking meals without meat
•
Sometimes hard to find time to go out of his way to research/
locate/purchase sustainable options
•
Difficulty in balancing myriad ethical choices

Braiden

How will Braiden interact with
FlavourCrusader?

Ethical shopper
Age
Occupation
Education
Family status
Location
Challenges

26
NGO Fundraiser
Bachelor degree
In relationship
Indooroopilly, QLD
Limited access to computer

Online locations: Work, Internet cafe, Mobile
Computer type: Windows desktop, HTC
Android
Connection type: ADSL2, 3G mobile
Internet usage: 1–2 hrs
Top five bookmarked websites:
•
Facebook
•
ABC Australia news
•
Twitter
•
Treehugger
(Tweetdeck)
•
Gmail

Technophobe

Mainstream retailers

Wired

Questions
•
Where is a specific produce grown in Australia?
•
What are the environmental factors involved in producing a
specific type of produce (e.g. should I be buying rice grown in
Australia)?
•
Which certifications can I trust?
•
What are some good vegetarian recipes?
Reasons to return
•
Look up where specific produce is grown
•
Find local independent retailers to buy from
•
Look up profiles on producers
•
Rate a recipe
•
Contribute a review of a farmers' market or producer

Magazines

Market
producers

Partner

Farmers' markets

Braiden
TV
Beginner

Expert

Friends

Goals
•
To live life with a light eco-footprint
•
Bypass the middleman to pay farmers a fairer wage
Frustrations and pain points
•
Hard to find sustainable options
•
Lack of information about products' sustainability
•
"Inauthentic" food (e.g. waxed apples) at mainstream retailers
Keywords
vegetarian, social justice, fairtrade, food miles

Braiden’s story

Referrer Internet search
Introduction touchpoint Android app market listing

Who influences Braiden?

Braiden’s situation

Online media

I try to live as sustainably as I can — I ride to work or take public
transport, and have GreenPower and recycle water at home and that
sort of thing. So when I buy stuff I try to buy ethically — looking for
Fairtrade or more sustainable options, like organic or recycled products
etc.
I'm concerned about climate change and have read about how much
food impacts emissions, so I want to try to reduce the "food miles" by
buying more locally-grown produce. I find it difficult to weigh up all of
the positives and negatives to make ethical decisions. For example,
supporting artisan cheesemakers in Italy is a good thing — and I love
their cheese! — but you've got to balance that with the emissions from
importing. I think all those issues are really complex, and it's hard to
arrive at a suitable answer.
I recently decided to go vegetarian, but after growing up eating and
cooking meat I'm finding it a bit hard to adjust — it's quite a different
way of cooking, so I find I'm relying a bit too much on the processed
soy-meat substitutes. I want to learn how to cook nicer vegetarian
meals that don't rely on that.
It annoys me how major grocery retailers like Coles and Woolworths
basically dictate the conditions under which things are produced and
don't necessarily pay a fair price. I sometimes see them promote local
produce, but it seems such a side thing for them, I don't really trust it.
So I prefer to go to local farmers' markets or independent retailers so
that they get more of the money I pay. I know that buying local doesn't
solve all the problems, but it does feel a bit like it's outside or removed
from the capitalistic system somehow. I can't always spend that bit
extra, but I do when I can because I know it's supporting the people
that are producing the products I use.

This work is licensed by Zumio under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171
Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.

•

Braiden: Ethical shopper
• Ethical factors, such as sustainability and social justice, play a much greater role in
purchasing decisions

James enjoys shopping at farmers'
markets for the atmosphere and
experience.
What is getting in the way?
•
Limited cooking skills
•
Reluctance to buy food that might go off
•
Convenience of shopping at mainstream retailers

James
Age
Occupation
Education
Family status
Location
Challenges

32
Account manager
Bachelor degree
Single
North Fitzroy, VIC
Colour blind

Top five bookmarked websites:
•
Facebook
•
Internet banking
•
SMH
•
Masterchef
•
Work webmail

Technophobe

Wired

Mainstream retailers

Reasons to return
•
Look up recipes based on ingredients
•
Finding out what's in season to know what's good to get when
at the supermarket
•
Tips on cooking techniques and unusual ingredients

Who influences James?

Famers' markets

TV
James

Mainstream
retailers
Beginner

James’ story

Questions
•
What can I do with the food I have in the fridge?
•
Are there other markets I can go to?
•
What's in season? (so I can get fresher options that last longer in
the fridge)

Mum

Expert

Friends

Market
producers

Stop eating out so much
Eat more healthily to lose weight and support personal training
Make veggies and salads (part of new diet) taste better
Feel more connected to the place and community where he
lives

Keywords
masterchef, jamie oliver, tv, celebrity, recipes, community, experience,
place, cafe, relaxing

Referrer Word of mouth
Introduction touchpoint Facebook page

Online locations: Work, Cafes etc., Mobile
Computer type: Windows laptop, Samsung
touch phone
Connection type: ADSL2, 3G mobile
Internet usage: 2–3 hrs

Goals
•
•
•
•

Frustrations and pain points
•
Throwing out unused food
•
Being too busy to have time to enjoy the markets
•
The chore of shopping at mainstream retailers

How will James interact with
FlavourCrusader?

Experience shopper

James’ situation

I'm a bit surprised, but I've really been getting into Masterchef and
other cooking shows like Jamie Oliver's. I've just started on a health
kick, signed up for a personal trainer and all that, and I'm really trying to
eat a lot better, and that means more vegetables. I don't really like
them though, so watching the show has helped expand my ideas about
how I can cook them to make nicer meals.
I noticed that they were really pushing seasonal and locally-grown
veggies on the show, and heard from some friends about the local
farmers' markets. Now that I've been there a few times, I'm really
starting to enjoy the atmosphere — it feels a bit like a weekly
"pilgrimage", a real grounding experience. I get a chance to slow down
and have a coffee and these great macarons that they sell there, and
ease into the weekend. It's cool that I've been bumping into people I
know there too — it's got a real community vibe which I've really
connected with.
As a single guy living by myself I don't go through a lot of food,
especially when I have a busy week and eat out a bit too much. I really
hate throwing out veggies that go off, and I've found that the ones I get
from the markets last longer, which is great.
It's great to talk to the people at the market — I've picked up some
great recipes there and learnt how to cook some things that I've never
really come across before. I still find I buy most of my stuff from Coles
or Woolworths, but it's a different thing really: I go to the markets
because I really love it there — I like to make time for it — whereas
going to Coles is much more like a chore.

This work is licensed by Zumio under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171
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•

James: Experience shopper
• Influenced by aspiration and the positive (social) “experience” of buying
• Local markets as an experience
• Mainstream media plays a greater role — e.g. Master chef — wanting to be a great host
at parties with friends

Annalise is conscious of looking after her
child's health and increasingly her own.
She is looking for healthy food options.
What is getting in the way?
•
Limited time to shop and cook
•
Reliance on mainstream retailers for shopping
•
Extra cost of certified organic produce

Annalise
Age
Occupation
Education
Family status
Location
Challenges
Online locations:
Computer type:
Connection type:
Internet usage:

33
Primary child carer (Trained
as a teacher)
Bachelor degree
Married, 1 Child (Sienna)
Alexandria, NSW
Interruptions while
browsing
Home, Mobile
iMac, iPhone
ADSL2, 3G mobile
1–2 hrs

Technophobe

Referrer Magazine article
Introduction touchpoint Home page
Questions
•
Are there any good fresh-food recipes for kids?
•
What "quick and easy" meal ideas are there?
•
When is the next market on?
•
Is there anywhere local I can pick up some fresh, healthy veggies
in between markets?
•
Which market is most kid friendly?

Wired

Who influences Annalise?
General
Friends

Mainstream retailers

Beginner

Keywords
toxics, chemicals, pesticides, GM-free, health, baby, natural, kids,
parenting

Reasons to return
•
Finding new recipes
•
Finding local family-friendly markets and special events
•
Tips on cooking kid-friendly meals

Top five bookmarked websites:
•
ninemsn
•
Lassoo
•
Internet banking •
Taste
•
Natural
Parenting

Farmers' markets

Expert

Goals
•
Look after her family's health
•
Find healthy foods and recipes that Sienna likes to eat
•
Reduce the hassle of shopping and cook
Frustrations and pain points
•
Sienna's fickle tastes
•
Difficulties in fitting shopping in
•
Lack of time to spend with friends

How will Annalise interact with
FlavourCrusader?

New Mum

Annalise’s situation

Magazines

TV

Annalise
Friends who
are mums

Market
producers

Annalise’s story
Since having Sienna I've become more and more conscious of the
safety of things we buy — I've read about issues with BPA plastics, GM
foods and that sort of thing, and also the benefits of organic foods
having far less chemicals and having more nutrients in them. I don't
really have time to look into all the details, but I do look to buy certified
organic products when I can.
There's actually a lot of things that we've started to change since Sienna
came along — I've gotten into complementary medicine more too, and
I'm just generally I'm more aware of my body, how it works and what
goes into it. We've been gradually changing what we cook and eat as a
result and we're feeling better for it.
I find it hard to keep on top of it all though. While we love to go to the
local markets — Sienna has a ball whenever we do — most often we're
cramming in a trip to Coles to do our shopping in between other
things. Buying organic can get quite expensive, especially at the
supermarkets, so we have to choose what we get that's organic versus
the normal stuff.
Like most kids, Sienna is pretty picky about what she eats, so while we'd
like to try new things it often comes down to what's going to get eaten.
I'm always looking for ways to create fun meals and cook things
differently to see if I can get her to eat more veggies. But it's a nightly
battle!
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•

Annalise: New mum
• Reflects fact that life events are a strong opportunity for influencing changes in
behaviour
• But also that new parents will often change habits in consideration of their child’s
health

5 Doors: An integrated theory of behaviour change (Les Robinson)
http://www.enablingchange.com.au/enabling_change_theory.pdf

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

So, based on this research, we could see strong support for an application:
Desirability
• A significant minority looking to more actively engage around this issue
• A broader cross-section of individuals with aspirational life goals — Master Chef,
seeking authenticity and connection with producers, the return of the “dinner party”
etc.
Enabling context
• Emerging trends around farmers’ markets, Community Supported Agriculture,
community and home food gardening etc.
Can do, Buzz, Invitation/Trial, Satisfaction:
• All areas that a mobile tool might be able to assist
First (achievable) step related to “Can do” = what’s in season locally = fresh and tasty?
where can I get it? how do I store/prepare it?
Local seasonal guide: at the time nothing existed for Australian market
A quick quiz...

More information:
• 5 Doors — An integrated theory of behaviour change — http://
www.enablingchange.com.au/enabling_change_theory.pdf

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/90124154@N00/4405120042/
A show of hands: “hand up if you are not sure if pineapples are in season?” “Who’s sure
they’re in season?” “Who’s sure their not in season?”
Image credit: ‘Pineapples by Seuss.’ — http://www.flickr.com/photos/
90124154@N00/4405120042/

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/manchester-monkey/4780318445/
Strawberries?
Image credit: ‘Strawberry’ by Manchester Monkey — http://www.flickr.com/photos/
manchester-monkey/4780318445/

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/visualdensity/304805779/
Mangoes?
Image credit: ‘Mangoes!’ by visualdensity — http://www.flickr.com/photos/visualdensity/
304805779/

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/47222633@N05/5190144865/
How many of you know what these are? Are they in season?
Image credit: ‘Jerusalem Pomegranates’ by avitechwriter — http://www.flickr.com/photos/
47222633@N05/5190144865/

✓
•
•

?

✗

Those of you that were “unsure” of strawberries — you were right...
It depends — they are in limited supply at the moment

Image credits (L-R):
• http://www.flickr.com/photos/90124154@N00/4405120042/
• http://www.flickr.com/photos/manchester-monkey/4780318445/
• http://www.flickr.com/photos/visualdensity/304805779/
• http://www.flickr.com/photos/47222633@N05/5190144865/

✗

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/mythoto/3487809360/

•
•
•
•

We’ve largely lost touch with the seasons — expectation is that foods will be available year
round, regardless of local seasons. We don’t know when the fruit is coming fresh of the
vine, imported, or defrosted...
Some things that are local and fresh aren’t all that familiar...
We don’t know what to do with them, so we don’t buy them when they’re available
This knowledge underpins other activities — cooking, sharing, etc.

Image: ‘grapes on the vine’ by Leonard John Matthews http://www.flickr.com/photos/
mythoto/3487809360/

KEY USAGE SCENARIOS:

At a store and you want to know what is
going to be fresh & delicious
On the bus home from work and you
want to cook something delicious for
dinner
Planning a dinner party with friends and
you are working out what to cook
•
•
•
•
•

Thinking about this core functionality of a “seasonal produce guide”, we identified 3 core
scenarios to serve as a starting point for exploring how a mobile tool could address user
needs while contributing to the initiative’s broader objectives
[Talk through]
Note: Not asking about “local”, or “seasonal” — as mentioned earlier, the framing is on
“fresh and delicious” as a proxy for local/sustainable as this is where people’s attention is
FC’s response emphasises locally-produced & seasonal produce, but at this stage this is
not an emphasis in how we engaged users for testing, nor how the product is positioned
As a first step, developed a prototype application...

http://zum.io/fc
•
•
•

Building the "minimum viable product" — not the whole vision
Using web-based tools for rapid development/modification
• Enabled easier testing (no installing etc.)
• (For the technically inclined: Django, HTML/CSS, jQuery+jQTouch)
Tested with FC team first...

http://zum.io/fc
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quickly identified need for a full listing of produce, regardless of season — esp. when
choosing what to cook and when
Connection to recipes a key requirement
Also tested content creation (internal process)
We wanted to get it in the hands of users as soon as possible
To test “in context” with a broader group — how would people use the app to respond to
the scenarios.
Limited budget — how could we get this out to a broader group in an interactive setting?
An opportunity presented itself in the form of Social Innovation Sydney...

Hello Guest!
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Help create the future of food
By Michelle Williams
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Social Innovation Sydney is proud to have showcasing FlavourCrusader at next Saturday’s Social Innovation
Sydney:
Sharon Lee of Flavour Crusader took some time to write what inspired her, and what her Social Innovation will
do.
A lone strawberry farmer at a bric-a-brac market planted the seed for FlavourCrusader.
His strawberries were amazing–oozing with sweetness and a depth of flavour I had never experienced. The
strawberries were soft; their colour dyed my fingers. I told my friends. I emailed others. I blogged it. Go to Rozelle
markets for the strawberry man!
I had gotten out of the habit of eating fruit after living in London; it was tasteless. It was pointless. The delicious
strawberries were the catalyst for me to begin eating fruit again.

Thank-you to our ‘lightning talks’ speakers
#sibsyd
Thank-you Anthony Baxter from Google
#sibsyd
Tweets from #sibsyd unconference 13 Aug
2011
Unconference 13th of Aug – where, when &
what?
Keynote 13 Aug: Anthony Baxter, Google
Crisis Response Team

Twitter Updates
Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

Deliciousness can be a catalyst for change.

Archives

Deliciousness plus the interwebs = WIN!
Thus, the FlavourCrusader concept was born — exploring how social and mobile technologies might answer the
questions:
How do we encourage people to be healthy by eating their 2 and 5?
How can we help small business compete against the big guys?
How do we persuade people to eat more in tune with nature?

•
•
•

The vision is to create a mobile application to make it
easier to get fresh, delicious produce and to create
wonderful things with them. And then some…

Social Innovation Sydney
http://socialinnovationsydney.org/

August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011
March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010
July 2010

http://socialinnovationsydney.org/
FlavourCrusader was selected as one of the projects
Local full day event exploring social innovation
to be explored at the Australian Social Innovation
eXchange
(ASIX) “Social Innovation
Camp”innovators"
held in
Self-selecting
"social
— biased group, but also a likely initial target market
March 2010 (More). Since the camp I’ve enlisted the
help of some friends and we’ve:

Taken a deep-dive into food industry research
and spoken to several social-media-savvy
foodies and industry folk
Worked up some personas (audience profiles) to
help us understand who might use the application and what we should start building
Created a seasonal food guide focused on Australian produce
Developed conceptual designs for the application
Explored some of the technical details of how we might build the application
Created a prototype of the basic functionality — the building blocks (seasonal food guide + recipes)
And this is where you come in… In the spirit of the “lean startup” we’re wanting to get your feedback on
this very early version of the application.
It’s barebones. But it’s functional — it’s a hint of much more to come.
It works for my dinner, but will it work for yours?
This is what we hope to find out at the next Social Innovation Camp. We’ll be running an interactive (and we
hope fun) session with the aim of finding out how you might use the application features we’ve got to date, what’s
missing, and to generate ideas about where it might head in the future. We’d love to meet you there and find out
what you think…
REGISTER NOW FOR SOCIAL INNOVATION CAMP – IT’S FREE!
P.S. if you’re interested in contributing to the project please come and introduce yourself — we specifically are
looking for support for development, testing, and showcasing fresh food — whether you grow, shop, cook, eat,
photograph, write, or something else!
Join the crusade
@flavourcrusader
info@flavourcrusader.com
http://www.flavourcrusader.com/
Share this:
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Photo used with permission. Please contact the copyright holder if you wish to reproduce this image:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/tonyhollingsworth/5477999365/

•
•
•

SI Sydney organised in the barcamp format
30 min timeslots — we wanted to stay true to the barcamp spirit and keep to this
timeframe for our testing session
Wanted to emulate "context" as best as we could

Image credit: ‘Social Innovation Sydney BarCamp #sibsyd’ by Tony Hollingsworth (used with
permission) — http://www.flickr.com/photos/tonyhollingsworth/5477999365/

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/halans/5477965781/

•
•
•
•

Three “stations” that aimed to get people to consider their day-to-day context around
those three questions
Volunteer facilitator at each station
Insufficient time to do individual interviews/testing: self-reporting tool + ideas board
Relied on individuals having "smartphones" (Android/iPhone). This turned out to be a
successful approach — very few participants didn’t have a compatible smartphone, and
those that didn’t were able to share with other participants

Image credit: ‘SIBSyd’ by Halans — http://www.flickr.com/photos/halans/5477965781/

What worked?

•
•
•

Rapidly engaged a large number of participants (~50 people)
Really helpful feedback, incl. Q&A session at end of each session
Usability improvements identified and suggested by participants

•
•
•

Rapid prototyping allowed additional features to be tested with RMIT university group
(postgrad sustainability students) using similar model in the following week
Further reinforced importance of recipes
Strongly reinforced geo-location targeting as a core requirement of “How to buy”
information — originally considered a “Should have” — learnt it was a “Must have”

Pathway 1: “Bus”
Ingredients at
hand

Recipe

Theme

Additional
ingredients?

incl. known
options

e.g. Italian

Where to buy?
convenience:
on way home

Shopping

Prepare &
cook
immediately

Pathway 2: “Dinner party”
Constraints

e.g. guest
requirements

Theme

e.g. Italian

Recipe

incl. known
options

Ingredients
required?

Shopping
planning

Shopping

may involve
multiple shops

Store

Prepare

Cook

Pathway 3: “In-store”
Shopping

•
•

Ingredients
available
at store

Produce
qualities?

price, freshness,
providence

Recipe

incl. known
options

Companion
ingredients?

Store

Prepare

Cook

Provided (initial/high-level) visibility of decision processes — quite distinct across
different scenarios
Importantly, only one starts with ingredient, which was the core feature focus of the
prototype

What worked?

•

Other key learnings:
• Needed to be a native app, not a mobile-optimised website — e.g.
• Speed of accessing information in context very important
• Remembering of “state” etc. (e.g. switching between the guide and a recipe app)
• In practice, using the in-season guide in isolation wasn’t particularly helpful
• Important role of “protein” and “works with” — ingredient combinations
• Noted that social features, when considered, quickly extend beyond self-prepared food
(see Locavore or FoodSpotting, for example)

What didn’t work?

•
•
•
•

In the interests of “failing informatively”, to borrow a phrase from Clay Shirky:
Despite best efforts and direction, became a group discussion rather than individual
reflection (which was the initial intent)
Tried to move between stations — inadequate time and difficult to co-ordinate given the
size of group (which was larger than anticipated)
Context not adequately set for some in group...
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Image: http://www.flickr
Image: http://www.flickr.com/photo

s/brianfelix/4943963330/

•
•
•

For example, you're on a bus thinking about dinner...
...so you check the fridge to see what's in it?
This was the response of one of the groups to the “On a bus” scenario

Image credits (L–R):
• ‘Sydney Bus’ by Earls37a — http://www.flickr.com/photos/indraw/4837128695/
• ‘What's In The Fridge?’ by brianfelix — http://www.flickr.com/photos/brianfelix/
4943963330/

$?
Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/h-bomb/4103370822/

•
•
•
•

Suggestions from participants for features to "compare prices" of individual items
Ask: "When was the last time you chose a store based on the price of broccoli?"
Our hypothesis is that convenience of store location and overall perception of value/brand
loyalty etc. much stronger drivers — so this suggestion is perhaps questionable
Suggest that this suggestion wouldn’t have been made if participants were more fully
embedded within the context of use

Image credit: ‘broccoli’ by h-bomb — http://www.flickr.com/photos/h-bomb/4103370822/

What didn’t work?

•
•
•
•

Connection with producers did not come across as a priority, nor did social features
While these were really important to foodies (our initial interview group), the learnings
suggest this is less important for a broader audience
But... we suspect both of these inferences are attributable (at least in part) to the taskcentredness of testing — so hard to judge
If we did it again, we would have included some questions/activities around gauging
interest in sharing- and connection-related possibilities (knowing this was a likely future
direction of the application)

Where to from here?

•

Research and testing has raised some, as yet unresolved, questions for the team...

http://www.seasonsapp.com/

•
•
•
•

Since the prototype was created, Seasons app has now added Australian data (after initial
prototype was designed/started)
Does there remain a role for a seasonal food guide?
If so, should FC encompass the role of protein in food choices? (which existing apps don’t
support)
While not implemented in the prototype, this was one of the early FlavourCrusader
concepts, and our research reinforces its importance

Enter a recipe name, keyword

country

uk

jamie
jme shop

sign in

newsletter

recipes

foundation

fifteen shop

mobile apps

books & tv

restaurants

jamie oliver products

party plan
wood fired ovens

shop

share

more

sms recipes

Jamie's Recipes app has now
been updated to take full
advantage of the iPad.

New Features include:
Browse and cook recipes from all
new full-screen modes
Cover-flow view of recipes

The favourites such as shopping list
feature are also still included.

Don't forget that if you've already
purchased recipes on your iPhone
or iPod Touch, you can access
these for no extra cost. Just go to
the more menu, then settings,
and tap 'Restore Purchases'.

Jamie's Recipes is available to download here from iTunes now.

•
•
•

Our learnings re: recipes — needs are well serviced by other apps and existing
communities
Rather than reinventing the wheel, how might we tap into and support existing behaviours
related to recipe sharing — but yet encouraging the inclusion local, seasonal produce in
decision making?
In other words, how does the UI support user needs and leverage existing behaviours, but
in a way that also “nudges” them towards the types of behaviour that we are seeking

•
•
•
•

The research confirmed our thinking that the application has to do more than just provide
information or support function (build efficacy) — it needs to trigger, engage, connect
Always a part of the plan, but testing and research has helped build confidence in this
hypothesis
The team is keen to explore some of the more social possibilities
Whereas the prototype was focused on “Can do”, these features are more related to...
(Buzz, Invitation, and Satisfaction)

5 Doors: An integrated theory of behaviour change (Les Robinson)
http://www.enablingchange.com.au/enabling_change_theory.pdf

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

...Buzz, Invitation, Satisfaction
Buzz = leveraging existing patterns of use of sharing recipes, tips, producers etc.
Invitation/Trial = mechanisms, potentially using game dynamics, to promote action
Satisfaction = sense of efficacy/pride in outcome, support existing patterns of sharing
that leverage and build upon intrinsic motivations
Game mechanics have a role to play, but not necessarily in the more “obvious” methods
e.g. checking in and badges
How might ideas like “Meatless Mondays” be transformed into a more game-like
experience?
Leveraging the “appointment dynamic” — as outlined by Seth Priebatsch from SCVNGR in
his TEDx talk — http://sxsw.jyesmith.com/keynote/seth-priebatsch-the-game-layer/

I8DAT research project
http://eprints.qut.edu.au/43739/

•
•

•

How might we tap into sharing behaviours already demonstrated among the “social
media–savvy foodies”?
Ideas that Jaz Choi and her team at QUT are exploring with their I8DAT application and
associated research:
• I8DAT “is a mobile-optimised web application that enables users to take photographs
of their food and food experiences and publish them online and share them with others
on social networking sites” http://eprints.qut.edu.au/43739/
Or, given the focus on price, cost and convenience etc. — how might Groupon-style
marketing approaches be adapted to work in a niche/local markets?

With thanks...
Sharon Lee @richapplefool
Penny Hagen @pennyhagen
Angela Jann @jannhealth
Miream Rabba @miream
Tony Hollingsworth @hollingsworth
JJ Halans @halans
Michelle & Kate @sibsyd
RMIT Masters of Sustainable Practice

More information...
http://flavourcrusader.com
http://zum.io/uxaust2011
grant@zum.io
@grantyoung // @zumio

•
•
•

Small

Local

Open

Connected

...by leveraging open networks to connect smaller innovations — instead of expanding in
size they expand by allowing new small, local groups to adapt the model to local
conditions and requirements, sharing learnings along the way.
Thus, the “Small, Local, Open, Connected” — or to use another of Manzini’s terms, a
“cosmopolitan localism”.
This keeps the local flavour and adaptability, keeps innovations at a human-scale,
authentic, personal, sustainable — while allowing the innovations to flourish
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